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Symposium Purpose & Format
This one-day research symposium brings together scholars working in the field of
deliberative democracy. Its format is experimental and deliberative. Each participant
is asked to identify a pressing conceptual, normative, methodological, or policybased problem for the field. Participants are asked to write a short summary of their
problem to distribute prior to the symposium. Each statement describes a problem in
generally accessible terms, explains why it must be resolved, and notes previous
attempts to resolve it, whether by other scholars or by political actors.
Each speaker is designated a “reader” who provides feedback on their problem
statement prior to the symposium, and who shares a session during the symposium.
The reader will help refine the statement and draw the presenters’ attention to any
literature or issues they may have missed. Problem statements will be pre-distributed
to all participants in the symposium.
The overriding intention of the symposium it to map out current research
opportunities and challenges in what is an expansive field, and to share early stage
and prospective research in an open and constructive environment—one that
encourages cooperation and collaboration between participants.
Speakers have 10-15 minutes to present their problem, which will be discussed for
25-30 minutes.

Key Dates

	
  

June 27: Send your problem statement (2-5 pages long) to your reader (cospeaker). Feel free to forward it to Selen and Jensen for additional feedback.
July 1: Send your problem statement to all symposium speakers (as per the email
addresses below.) If you prefer, just distribute an abstract by the same date.
July 8: Symposium followed by drinks and dinner (venue TBA)

List of Speakers
Name and Surname
Nicole Curato
Roger Davis
John Dryzek
Stephen Elstub
Selen Ercan
Carolyn Hendriks
Ron Levy
John Min
Simon Niemeyer
Kei Nishiyama
Lucy Parry
Jonathan Pickering
Jensen Sass
Ana Tanasoca
Nivek Thompson

Email
nicole.curato@canberra.edu.au
roger.davis@canberra.edu.au
john.dryzek@canberra.edu.au
stephen.elstub@newcastle.ac.uk
selen.ercan@canberra.edu.au
carolyn.hendriks@anu.edu.au
ron.levy@anu.edu.au
john.min@csn.edu
simon.niemeyer@canberra.edu.au
kei.nishiyama@canberra.edu.au
lucy.parry@canberra.edu.au
jonathan.pickering@canberra.edu.au
jensen.sass@canberra.edu.au
ana.tanasoca@canberra.edu.au
nivek.thompson@uts.edu.au
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Symposium Program
9:00-9:20

Welcome and Introductions

9:20-10:30
Session 1

Simon Niemeyer
What is deliberation
and what is
deliberative about
it?

10:30-10:40

Tea & Coffee (provided)

10:40-11:30
Session 2

Nicole Curato
Can populism be
deliberative?

11:40-12:40
Session 3

Kei Nishiyama
Does language
count in
deliberation?

12:40-1:40

Jensen Sass
How to define
deliberation for
comparative and
historical research?

Roger Davis
How can indigenous
deliberation inform
well-meaning
imperialists?

John Min
Can deliberative
cultures be an
antidote to political
meritocracy in East
Asian society?

Nivek Thompson
How to measure the
wider impact of
deliberative
initiatives?
Lunch: We have reserved a table at Retro Café, but you will need
buy or bring your own lunch.

1:40-2:40
Session 4

Jonathan
Pickering
How to evaluate
deliberative quality?

Stephen Elstub
How to know whether
deliberation causes
reflection on opinions,
beliefs, values, etc.?

2:50-3:50
Session 5

Lucy Parry
Rethinking
transmission in the
deliberative system

Selen Ercan
& Carolyn Hendriks
What are the
boundaries of the
deliberative system?

4:00-5:00
Session 6

Ron Levy
Ana Tanasoca
Constitutional
Deliberation as ritual?
settlements and
deliberative voting in
conflict societies

5.30-

Drinks and dinner (venue TBA)
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